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The lack of adequate drinking water is one of the challenges that the world is currently 
facing. Membrane offers a very strong technology that is used to produce clean drinking 
water at a very low cost. However, like any other technologies, membranes has their own 
drawback which is fouling. Membrane fouling is the deposition of suspended or dissolved 
substances onto the membrane surface, at the pore opening or within the pores of a 
membrane. This normally results in loss of performance of the membranes and reduce 
their life span.  
Thin film membranes are recently used in water desalination process because of their 
stunning properties which includes; high water permeate flux, improved antifouling 
properties and better salt rejection. Monomers containing sulfonic acid groups are 
commonly used for preparation of active layers because they are effective for the 
enhancement of the permeate flux, surface charge modification and they have good 
antifouling properties. However, this active layers have a tendency of swelling over time. 
One of the effective way to reduce membranes swelling is by incorporation of 
nanoparticles which have hydrophilic properties. In this research acid treated MWCNTs 
and TiO2 were used to prepare FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano composites which was 
incorporated in a thin film onto PES (UF) support membranes. Although CNTs are 
hydrophobic in nature, the acid treatment method introduces the -OH and -COOH groups 
which improves their hydrophilicity and the antifouling properties. 
 This dissertation reports the preparation, characterization of the nanocomposites, PES, 
pristine-PA-FA, FMWCNTs-PA-TF, TiO2-PA-TF and FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TF 
membranes and the performance of the membranes. The addition of the thin PA layer 
onto the PES improved the salts rejection from 0% rejection to 58% and 36 (±2) % for the 
divalent and monovalent salts respectively. After the modification of the thin film layer with 
the nanocomposites, the rejection increased and ranged from 56-62 % for the monovalent 
and from 68-75 % for the divalent salts. 
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The fouling test was performed and it was found that the PES membrane had more fouling 
as compared to the other and only 39.7% flux was recovered. The pristine-PA-TF 
membrane recovered around 47% flux and FWMCNTs@TiO2-PA-TF membrane 
recovered up to 92% water flux. With the above mentioned, it was concluded that the 
incorporation of the FWMCNTs@TiO2 on a thin film layer improved the water permeate 











1.1.1 Water scarcity  
 
The Earth is experimenting a crisis in adequate drinking water and this is affecting many 
people. More than 1.8 million may live in countries or regions where water scarcity is 
absolute [1], and two-thirds of the world population will be under water stress conditions. 
As rapidly rising urban areas bring heavy pressure on neighboring water supplies, the 
situation will be [2]. 
The scarcity of water supplies calls for systematized waste water recycling and seawater 
desalination technologies. Meanwhile, increase in population exacerbates the problems 
of water scarcity [3]. Two million tons of human waste are disposed of in water resources 
every day, according to UN-Water statistics; 70% of industrial waste is discharged 
untreated into rivers in developing countries where it pollutes the availability of usable 
water [2],[4]. There is a number of sources which are contributing to water pollution which 
includes factories, dye houses, textile industry etc. [5]. Some of these pollutants cannot 
be removed from water efficiently via traditional water treatment methods such as 
sedimentation, boiling, chemical disinfection, etc. [6], [7]. In addition, to decontaminate 
and disinfect water for point-of-use purposes, more efficient and low-cost technologies 
such as membrane technology are required, particularly in rural regions.  
  
1.1.2. Membrane technology 
 
Compared to other water treatment processes (coagulation, sedimentation, filtration, 
disinfection, fluoridation), membrane processes could be a solution for an advanced 
physical treatment of water for drinking purposes other than for wastewater recovery [8]–
[11]. This technology is mostly used in water industry to improve water quality for water 
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reuse. It is actually a family of four processes composed of reverse osmosis (RO), 
nanofiltration (NF), ultrafiltration (UF) and microfiltration (MF) which are differentiated 
based on their operating conditions and their pore sizes [3], [12]. 
 
 
Figure 1.1: Different membranes processes used in water treatment and typical solutes they 
reject. 
 
1.1.3. Nanofiltration membranes 
 
Nanofiltration (NF) is one of the most effective processes for treating wastewater to 
produce clean drinking water [9]. Therefore, it is a relatively recent class of membrane 
that is mostly used for low total dissolved solids (TDS) water such as fresh ground water 
and surface water, with the purpose of softening hard water and removal of disinfection 
by-product precursors such as natural organic matter and synthetic organic matter. 
Nanofiltration is well known for its advantages which includes higher oil removal 
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capability, removal of large organic molecules (e.g. surfactants) and removal of divalent 
salts resulting in soft water production, and mostly cost effectiveness compared to reverse 
osmosis (RO) processes. 
 
1.1.4. Problem statement 
 
Polyether sulfone (PES) is considered to be one of the most commonly used polymeric 
materials for nanofiltration (NF), ultrafiltration (UF), microfiltration (MF) and gas 
separation membranes, as it offers specific properties in both hot and wet conditions, 
such as outstanding thermal, mechanical, hydrolytic strength [13], [14]. However, PES 
membranes have their own drawbacks, the major one being fouling [15]–[18]. Membrane 
fouling is a process that results in a membrane's loss of performance due to the deposition 
of suspended or dissolved substances on its outer surfaces, at the opening of its pores 
or within its pores [17],[19]. Membrane fouling leads to drastic flux decline which affects 
the quality of water produced as well as the life span of the membrane. However, there 
are strategic ways developed that are currently used to overcome the fouling challenge, 
which includes; modification of the membrane surface by addition of hydrophilic 
nanoparticles, which increases the surface hydrophilicity of the membrane [20], another 
one is the use of monomers with higher polar properties or desired functional groups 
which improves hydrophilic nature of the membranes. 
Monomers containing sulfonic groups are currently used because they have high polar 
properties and desired functional groups which results in a polyamide (PA) layer with 
smoother surface roughness and higher hydrophilicity [21]. Compound containing 
sulfonic acid groups are popular because of their effectiveness for the fabrication of 
membranes in order to enhance the water flux, antifouling properties of the membranes, 
such as the surface charge of the membrane. However, the membrane containing these 
compounds have a tendency of swelling over time. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and 
titanium dioxide are well known nanomaterials and are commonly used in water 
desalination processes [22]. Addition of CNTs onto the surface of a membrane provide 
an additional path for the water particles to travel through, while the ordered hydrogen 
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serves at the transportation [23] and TiO2 nanoparticles are well known because they are 
cost effective, non-toxic with high chemical stability and mostly known for their high 




Clean water is important as we know that water is life. However, due to an increase in 
population and the growth in urbanization together with industrialization, there is an 
increase in clean water demand [24]. About 97% of the earth’s water is sea water (hard 
water) and only of 3% is available human consumption [25]. However, from this 3% about 
2% of this water is in the form of ice or glacier. The little that is left for consumption is 
contaminated by industrial and agricultural wastes [26],[27]. 
 
 
Figure 1.2: A diagram showing the world’s water resources distribution. 
 
Therefore, there is a need to resolve this water problems as it will aggravate with time 
which will have a harmful effect on the climate as well as on people’s health [28]. 
There is a number of techniques that can be used to remove or rather reduce 
contaminants from water such as ion exchange, adsorption, membrane technology 
etc. Desalination of sea water is becoming a major approach in fresh water supply [2]. 
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Thin film composite (TFC) membrane has been commonly used for desalination since 




Fabrication of PES membrane with a thin film layer incorporated with functionalized multi-
walled carbon nanotubes and titanium dioxide (FMWCNTs@TiO2) nanoparticles will  
improve the permeate flux, salt rejection and antifouling properties, at a very low costs to 
produce adequate and portable drinking water and overcome the water scarcity stress 




Figure 1.3: A diagram showing the hypothetical structure of the membrane containing TiO2 
decorated CNTs. 
1.1.7. Aim and objectives of the study 
 
1.1.7.1. The aim of the study was: 
 
To enhance the performance of the thin film composite membrane through the 





1.1.7.2.  The objectives of the study were: 
 
 To synthesize MWCNTs@TiO2 nano-composites. 
 To fabricate TFC membranes onto polyether sulfone (PES) ultrafiltration (UF) 
support membranes using both 2,5-diaminobenzenesulfonic acid (2,5-DABSA) 
and 2,5-DABSA incorporating MWCNTs@TiO2. 
 To perform a detailed characterization of the MWCNTs@TiO2 nano-composites 
and resultant thin film membranes. 
 To assess TFC membrane performances using a dead-end cell for solute rejection, 
permeate flux and membrane fouling. 
 
1.1.8. Dissertation format 
 
This dissertation encompasses five chapters as outlined below with a brief explanatory 
paragraph of each chapter’s content. 
Chapter 1 
This chapter consists of the introduction of the research work done with respect to the 
background information of this research. Problem statement, hypothesis, justification, the 
aim and objectives of the study are also highlighted.  
Chapter 2 
This chapter indicates a detailed or rather related literature of the study. In this chapter, 
there is a detailed literature on membrane technology, membrane fouling and different 
membrane modification strategies. It also shows literature on incorporation of 
MWCNTs@TiO2 on a TFC membranes. 
 
Chapter 3 
This chapter shows all the methodologies followed, and also the analyses techniques 
used in this research. The synthesis and characterization of FMWCNTs, TiO2, and 
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FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-composites is well detailed in this chapter. The fabrication of thin 
films made of 2, 5 DABSA and trimesoyl chloride (TMC) and thin films incorporated with 
the nano-composite is also described. 
Chapter 4 
In this chapter, the experimental results obtained are fully discussed, and the 
performance of the resultant membrane elaborated here. These include the results 
obtained for the rejection of salts. 
Chapter 5 
In this chapter, there is a summary of the obtained results and overall outcome of the 










The increase in the level of pollution in water resources is one of the biggest 
challenges that the world is facing. It was found that out of 450 million tons of waste 
produced annually in South Africa, 70% is the this waste is from mining industry [29]. 
Moreover, these wastes are deposited into water resources without proper 
management systems, turning the water resources into a pool of poison. This kind of 
pollution does not affect only the ecosystem but it affects the economy [27]. Research 
in the past 60 years has focused on polymer chemistry with the aim to recover 
decontaminated water [12]. As population increases, the need for adequate drinking 
water keeps growing, so, about 50 years ago, the researchers saw  a need to apply 
membrane technology to desalinate seawater [2], [3], [12]. Since then, young 
researchers have been working on softening hard water aimed at reducing water 
scarcity challenges. 
 
2.2. Wastewater treatment methods 
 
The shortage of clean water calls for strong water treatment processes to solve the 
water scarcity challenges [2]. Although there are several water treatment methods 
such as oxidation [30], [31], distillation [32], [33], adsorption [34], filtration [35], [36],. 
When compared to other water treatment processes, membranes offers strong 
technology for the production of portable and adequate drinking water [37]. 
 
2.2.1. Oxidation process 
 
Advanced oxidation processes (AOPs) are aqueous phase oxidation methods such as 
cavitation, photocatalytic oxidation, Fenton’s chemistry etc. in the last decades, this water 
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treatments method has received more attention in the research and in the wastewater 
treatment technologies. This method consist of the highly reactive species that are used 
in the oxidative destruction of the targeted pollutants. The methods have been 
successfully applied for the removal or degradation of the recalcitrant pollutants. The 
methods are also used to convert pollutants into shorter-chain compounds that can be 
treated by biological and/or conventional method [38]–[41]. The advanced oxidation 
method is well known for its ability to degrade dyes from the industrial effluents and no 
potential formation of bromated by products. However, the combination of flocculation of 
the reagent and the organic compounds results in the formation of the iron sludge. A low 
pH, of below 2.5 is required to keep iron on the solution which costs high [42]. 
 
2.2.2. Distillation process 
 
Distillation is one of the separating technique which is commonly used in the crude oil 
refinery [43]. This process uses heat as a driving force to separate a mixture of liquids. 
The two liquids of different boiling points are heated into gas, the gas condenses back 
into liquid form and collected. Although the process is good for the removal of impurities 
such as soluble minerals like calcium, magnesium, and phosphorous that may harden 
water and increase the occurrence of scaling and kills the microbes in water, the process 
requires heat energy and relatively slow [44]–[46]. 
 
2.2.3. Adsorption process 
 
Adsorption is one of the recently used wastewater treatment technique that is used mostly 
in industrial wastewater treatment plants for the removal of compounds of industrial 
waste. It is oftenly used for the removal of non-degradable organic compound at low 
concentrations [47]. Adsorption occurs when molecules in a liquid bind themselves to the 
surface of a solid substance [48]. Adsorbents have a very high internal surface area that 
permits adsorption. This technique has the following advantages; high performance, wide 
pH range and easy to operate [49]. However, adsorbents deteriorates as the number pf 
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of cycles increases, relatively high costs and the and used adsorbents may be considered 
as hazardous waste [49], [50]. 
 
2.2.4. Filtration process 
 
Filtration is another form of treating wastewater. This technique uses materials such sand, 
membranes and other materials to separate particles from liquid. The process is highly 
effective in removing contaminants and does not require any chemicals during operation. 
One of the most effective type of filtration which is commonly used for removal of dyes, 
salts and mineral derivatives is membrane technology [50]. 
 
2.3. Membrane technology 
 
Membrane technology encompasses number of different processes for the transport 
of substances between two fractions with the help of permeable membranes [51]. 
Membranes that are commonly used in membrane technology may be regarded as 
selective barriers which allows some of the particles to pass through while blocking 
unwanted particles from a given mixture, or even reducing the concentration of one or 
more components [51]. Membrane performance is defined by the following terms; flux 
and selectivity. Flux is defined as the relative fluid flow rate that passes through a 
membrane at a given time per unit area of the membrane.  Membrane selectivity is 
characterized by the relative permeation rate through the membrane of various 
components. Ideally, a high selectivity and high flux membrane is required, although 






Figure 2.1: A generic membrane separation process. 
 
2.3.1. Types of pressure driven membrane processes; microfiltration, 
ultrafiltration, nanofiltration and reverse osmosis 
  
 Microfiltration (MF) 
Microfiltration is a filtration process that uses pressures ranging from 0.2 - 5.0 
bar and removes molecules with a size ranging from 10 - 0.1 micron through a 
micro porous membrane. MF processes are mostly used throughout the dairy, 
wastewater treatment industry, biotechnology in processes such as treatment 
of oil and pharmaceutical industry. Filtration of protein solutions for the removal 
of virus or DNA in pharmaceutical industry and blood treatment for plasma 
separation. These applications are examples of the wide applicability of MF. 
They are usually used on their own or in addition to pretreatment options. In 
addition, MF may be used  in municipal wastewater reclamation, anoxic pond 
effluent treatment and toxic component removal from drinking water [53]. In the 
membrane filtration family, MF membranes are considered the highly porous 
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which filter complex metals and particles, algae, viruses etc. while allowing 
water, ions, dissolved organic material and small colloids to pass through [54], 
[55]. 
 
 Ultrafiltration (UF)  
In the history of membranes, these are the most used type of membranes in 
water treatments [56]. They are defined in terms of molecular weight of 
molecules that the membrane can reject. This type of membrane operates 
within the pressure range of 5 - 10 bars and rejects particles with a size ranging 
from 0.01 - 0.001 microns while water and other molecules that falls below the 
given range pass through. UF membrane were mostly used in the medical 
sectors (kidney dialysis operations). Recently this membranes are used in a 
variety fields, from chemical industries, beverage and food industries to water 
and waste water treatment [57], [58]. UF processes have found wide spread 
use in removal of toxic heavy metals, and recovery of various water resources 
[51]. UF membranes are well known for their excellence in their capability of 
removing almost all the microorganisms, colloidal particles and suspended 
particles that mostly found in waste water [59]. 
 
 Nanofiltration (NF) 
Similar to UF, NF membranes are also widely used in water treatment [60]. 
They are defined in terms of molecular weight of molecules that the membrane 
could reject. This type of membrane operates within the pressure range 5 - 10 
bars [61], and rejects the particles within a size range of 0.01 - 0.001 microns 
while water and other molecules that falls below the given range can pass 
through. Today, nanofiltration is primarily used in the purification of drinking 
water, such as water softening, decoloring and elimination of micro-pollutants. 
This process is commonly used in the removal of toxic heavy metals, proteins 
in both food and dairy industry and the removal of dyes. The separation process 
in  based on the molecule size [62]. Apart from the list listed above, their ability 
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to reject multivalent ions is one of the most exciting characteristics of 
nanofiltration membranes. This outstanding function opens up many 




 Reverse Osmosis (RO) 
Unlike NF which provide high rejection in multivalent ions, RO has high 
rejection of virtually all dissolved solutes, multivalent ions, such as calcium as 
well as monovalent ions, such as chloride [63]. They are also pressure driven 
membranes that operate within the upper pressure range of 20 - 80 bar and 
reject particles within the range 0.001 - 0.0001 microns. RO processes well 
known for their significance in purification of drinking water from seawater and 
extracting salts and other small components from the water [64]. Interestingly, 
RO process can be coupled with other processes i.e. UF or distillation to 
produce a highly efficient and selective hybrid process [65], [66]. Due to the 
high selectivity of the membranes, the RO treatment process is particularly 
appealing, allowing the solvent to pass through while the small ions and 
molecules dissolved in the solution can hardly pass through. The RO technique 
is widely used in sea water desalination, liquid effluents treatment, purification 






Figure 2.2: Pressure driven membranes, their operating conditions and pore sizes [61]. 
 
2.4. Membrane characteristics 
 
Generally, membranes are classified as isotropic or anisotropic [68]. Isotropic membranes 
have a static composition and physical nature across the cross-section of the membrane 
whereas anisotropic membranes are non-static over the membrane cross-section, and  
are made of layers which differ in structure and chemical composition [12]. Some of the 
isotropic membranes can be microporous and are commonly prepared with large voids 
from rigid polymeric materials that create interconnected pores. Phase inversion 
membranes are the most common microporous membranes [68]. There are two types of 
anisotropic membranes: phase separation membranes and thin film composite 
membranes. The anisotropic membrane where invented by Loeb and Sourirajan hence 
they are called Loeb-Sourirajan membranes [69], [70].These phase membranes are 
homogeneous in chemical composition but not in structure [69]. However, like any other 
techniques, membrane technology has its own drawbacks, and the main challenge is 




2.5. Membrane fouling 
 
Membrane fouling is a process that results in a membrane's loss of performance due to 
the deposition of suspended or dissolved substances on its outer surfaces, at the opening 
of its pores or within its pores [16]. Membrane fouling does not only have a negative 
impact of the permeate flux only but also affects the permeate quality, water recovery and 
also increases the operating cost while shortening  the membranes’ lifespan [72]. It has 
been reported that membrane hydrophobicity is one of the factors that contributes to 
membrane fouling [13]. Fouling is normally classified into organic fouling, colloidal fouling, 
biological fouling or scaling fouling depending on the origin of the foulants [72].  
 
 





2.5.1. Factors that leads to membrane fouling 
 
There are three main factors that contribute to membrane fouling. The first is related to 
the physical and chemical properties of the membrane, which include the porosity and 
the pore distribution, surface charge of the membrane, hydrophobicity, membrane pore 
sizes, and the ionic strength of the membrane [73]. The Second one is the properties of 
the feed stream, which includes the pH, concentration of the dissolved and suspended 
solids as well as the ionic strength of the feed water. Then lastly the operating conditions, 
which includes the pressure, temperature etc [72]. 
 
2.6. Physicochemical properties of the membrane 
 
The physicochemical properties of the membranes include the physical (pore sizes and 
pore distribution) and the chemical properties (surface charge) of the membrane. 
 
2.6.1. Membrane pore size and distribution 
 
The pore size of the membrane  has a direct relation with the main type of fouling and, as 
a result, with the retention of specific compounds [74]. Membranes with smaller pore sizes 
have been reported to be more resistant to fouling, although other studies have different 
findings [75]–[77]. 
 
2.6.2. Surface charge of the membrane  
 
The Van der Waals force between the molecules across the water courses the dispersion 
interaction between the aqueous units resulting in foulants agglomerating on the 
membrane surface and the electrostatic repulsion of between particles and the membrane 
surface results in membrane fouling. Therefore, an increase in charge density of the 
similarly charged interacting units is considered beneficial because it reduces 




The surface chemistry of the membrane determines whether the membranes repulsive or 
attractive to water. Contact angel between the membrane surface and the water droplets 
dropped on membrane surface is usually used to determine the hydrophobicity of the 
membranes [78]. Hydrophilic membrane is less likely to foul because it has active groups 
capable of forming hydrogen bond with water to enhance the membrane's hydrophilic 
properties [79]. Owing to the lack of active surface interaction for the formation of 
hydrogen bonds with water, hydrophobic membranes have poor wettability. Since most 
foulants are hydrophobic, they group together to form colloidal particles. Higher charge 
density on a membrane surface is typically correlated with greater hydrophilicity of the 
membrane [78]. 
 
2.7. Properties of the feed stream 
 
Membrane fouling is also greatly affected by the properties of the feed solution. Strong 
(particle) concentration, particle properties, pH and ionic strength are some of the 
important feeding properties. 
 
2.7.1. Concentration of the dissolve and suspended solids 
 
Generally, an increase in concentration of both dissolved and suspended solids results in 
a decrease in permeate flux. This is due to a high concentration of the foulants. The 
deposition of these suspended and dissolved solids onto the membrane surface usually 
results in pore narrowing, pore blocking and cake layer formation depending on the 
particle sizes [80].  
 




The pH and the ionic strength of the feed water also have an effect on membrane fouling. 
They affect the surface charge of the membrane, the charge of particles in the feed water, 
conformation and stability of the membrane. According to Donnan exclusion, an increase 
in pH results in an increase in retention, thus an increase permeate flux. An increase in 
retention of ionic solutes is expected due to large dissociation of functional groups which 
reduces deposition of foulants due to strong repulsion. Lower pH of the feed results in a 
decrease natural organic matter particle size resulting in significant fouling [81]. 
 
2.8. Operating conditions 
 
The effect of temperature on the permeate flux was analyzed and found that at higher 
temperatures, the permeate flux increased, indicating a lower degree of fouling. This may 
be attributed to the fact that changes in the temperature of the feed water led to changes 
in the rate of permeate diffusion through the membrane [77], [82], [83]. Increasing 
operating pressure gives a higher specific cake resistance due to cake compression, 
while reducing the pressure results in a lower specific cake resistance due to cake 
swelling [84], [85]. 
 
2.9. Classification of membrane fouling 
 
Membrane fouling can be classified as either reversible fouling or irreversible fouling 
depending on the strength of the material bonded or attached on the surface of the 
membrane [86]. Reversible fouling occurs when there is no permanent permeate flux 
decrease and this kind of fouling can be removed by backwashing or a strong shear force. 
Irreversible fouling leads to permanent permeate flux decrease and this kind of fouling 
can only be removed by chemical cleaning [73]. 
 




 Organic fouling: this is one of the main fouling in water treatment plants. It occurs 
when adsorption of some organic matter such as oils, humic acids etc. attach onto 
the membranes through some specific interaction. There are specific factors such 
as molecular weight, hydrophobicity, ionic strength, calcium concentration and 
electrostatic charge that contribute more on this type of fouling resulting to the 
development of a gel-like layer consisting of macromolecular substances [87], [88]. 
Organic fouling has a great effect in membrane processes as compared to the 
colloidal fouling since the organic matter in the feed water provide nutrients to 
microorganisms which foster biofouling [89]. 
 
 Colloidal fouling: this type of fouling occurs when colloid such as clay, flocs etc. 
are deposited within the pores of the membrane. Colloids have different sizes 
ranging from (0.001 μm to 100 nm), and mostly carry a negative surface charge. The 
deposition and accumulation of colloids within the pore opening or the membrane 
surface form a cake layer that increases the resistance foe the water flow through 
the membrane [90]. These colloidal particles are considered to be the principal cause 
of membrane fouling, pretreatment of the feed water is currently used to reduce the 
colloids concentration in water which reduces the colloidal fouling if the membrane 
[91]. 
 
 Biological fouling: occurs when there is a growth or accumulation of 
microbiological organisms such as bacteria, fungi etc. onto the surface of the 
membrane. The attached microbes uses organic matters from the feed water or 
organics rejected by the membrane form biofilms that increases membrane 
resistance [87], [92].  
 
 Scaling fouling: occurs when there in high concentration of inorganic salts or metal 
oxide (calcium, magnesium, bicarbonate, sulfate, silica, iron and barium) [93]. 
Scaling indicates that particles are accumulated on a membrane, allowing it to plug 
in. It is an undesirable effect that can occur during the processes of nano filtration 
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and Reverse Osmosis. This can cause a higher energy use and a shorter life span 
of the membranes, because these will need cleaning more often [94]. 
 
2.10. Membrane cleaning processes 
 
One of the outstanding facts about membrane is that they can be cleaned and be reused 
again. Membrane cleaning processes are classified as biochemical, chemical, physical 
or physicochemical. Cleaning can again be categorized into two: in-situ when the 
membrane module remains in the reactor during cleaning, or ex-situ when the membrane 
modules are separately removed and washed [95]. 
 
2.10.1. Physical cleaning 
 
Mechanical treatment of the membrane to extract and remove foulants from the 
membrane requires physical cleaning [83]. Such remedies include: 
 
Back flushing: In back flushing process, higher pressure is applied on the non-active 
side of the membrane which allows the permeate to pass backwards through the 
membrane [83], [96]. When pressure is applied, the water in the reverse flow direction 
wash off the foulants which are stuck within the pores, at the pore opening even those 
that are of the membrane surface. This form of cleaning method is mainly used to 
eliminate irreversible fouling, which is mainly caused by the suspended colloids and 
dissolved material from the feed water obstruction of the membrane pores [97]. 
Pneumatic cleaning: In this process, the membrane is cleaned under air pressure. The 
foulant are destabilized and loosened from the membrane by causing shear force on the 
membrane surface. The air is used to blow out the foulants attached on the membrane. 
The process is more advantageous since there are no chemicals used. However the air 
pumps are expensive [95], [98]. 
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Ultra-sonic cleaning: To cause agitation in a liquid medium, this process uses 
ultrasound. The formation of the bubbles formed during the shaking process transmit 
energy in the form of turbulence to the membrane surface, which eliminates foulants from 
the surface of the membrane [99]. This process of physical cleaning relies on ultrasonic 
power, moderate temperature as well as cross-flow velocity [100], [101]. 
Sponge ball cleaning: in this process, a sponge ball is used to wipe the surface of 
membranes. This technique is normally used in tubular membranes with large diameter, 
where the sponge ball is inserted into the membrane and it scrubs the foulant on the 
membrane surface [83], [102]. 
 
2.10.2. Chemical cleaning 
 
Chemical cleaning is basically the interaction between the foulant, membrane material 
and the cleaning chemical. A choice of cleaning chemical is based on the type of foulant 
attached on the membrane. The chemicals used for cleaning are expected to loosen and 
dissolve the foulant without damaging the membrane. In the cleaning process, if filled with 
the cleaning solution (detergent) that weakens the foulant bonds, the retentate channel 
will separate from the membrane surface [103]. 
 
2.10.3. Biological/biochemical cleaning 
 
In this process, bioactive agent such as enzymes are used to remove foulant from the 
membranes [104]. In nanofiltration (NF) and reverse osmosis (RO) membrane filtration, 
biological fouling has been identified as the key issue. This type of fouling is caused by 
the accumulation of microorganisms (e.g. fungi, protozoa, algae and bacterial) on the 
membrane surface leading reduced flux because of the development of a low permeability 
biofilm on the membrane surface. In membrane cleaning, biological and biochemical 
processes have low fingerprints, unlike other cleaning processes. This method of cleaning 





2.10.4. Physico-chemical cleaning 
 
This method utilize the combination of physical and chemical methods of cleaning for the 
removal of foulant. Chemical agents are added to the physical cleaning method of 
improve the effectiveness of the physical cleaning process. A typical examples of physico-
chemical cleaning methods are; chemically enhanced backwashing (CEB) and coupling 
of ultrasound in chemical cleaning. This cleaning method is widely used in RO industry 
[109]–[112]. 
 
2.11. Membrane modification 
 
Since membrane cleaning is expansive and might lead to membrane damage resulting in  
poor separation performance, membrane modification was found to be one of the most 
effective way to enhance the antifouling properties of the membrane as well as improve 
the membrane performance [113]. Addition of hydrophilic groups onto such as  
carboxylate or sulfonate moieties onto the polymer are recently used to modify the 
membrane surface [114].  
 
2.11.1. Modification of membrane surface 
 
Attachment or accumulation of foulant onto the membrane surface occur via hydrophobic 
interaction, hydrogen bonding, electrostatic repulsion, Lewis acid-base interaction and 
van der Waals attraction [115]–[120]. However, strategies has been developed to prevent 
or reduce membrane fouling. This strategies include; enhancement of the membrane 
hydrophobicity, reduction of the membrane surface roughness, and the alteration of the 
membrane surface charge [3]. The membrane surface hydrophilicity is commonly 
modified by high permeable thin-film coating such as grafted chains, crosslinking, 
blending and composite formation  [121], [122]. 
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Polymer grafting has however drawn considerable attention because of its outstanding 
advantage as it includes covalent attachment of polymer chain on the membrane surface, 
thus preserving the long term stability of the modified surface [119], [121], [123], [124]. It 
was also proven that grafting is more flexible and can be used in a big range as compared 
to the other surface modification methods [125]. Grafting is a process where a monomers 
are covalently bonded onto a polymer chain. This process is utilized to revamp the 
functional properties of the polymer [121].  
There are two widely used grafting methods which are grafting to and grafting from 
synthesis method. In the “grafting-to” method nanoparticles and polymers are synthesized 
individually and then covalently liked together (functionalized polymer reacts with reactive 
sites of the nanoparticle surface) [126]–[128]. In the “grafting-from” method, the polymer 
chains grow in situ from an initiator that has been previously anchored to the nanoparticle’ 
surface [128]–[130].  
 
2.11.1.1. Thin film composite (TFC) membranes  
 
TFC membranes were invented by Cadotte in the 1970s, but were not intensively used 
until in the 1980s [131]. Recently, TFC membranes are widely used because of their 
stunning properties such as they have high water permeability, longer life span and better 
tolerance to all pH [132]. These membranes can be fabricated and optimized to attain 
desired selectivity and permeability providing stunning mechanical strength and 
compression resistance. There are numerous ways to form a thin film layer onto a support 
membrane which includes; interfacial polymerization, photo-grafting, dip-coating, electron 
beam irradiation and plasma-initiated polymerization [133]. Interfacial polymerization (IP) 
is the widely used method to form TFC due to its simplicity. IP involves a reaction between 





Figure 2.4: A typical structure of thin film membrane. 
 
Kadhom et al. (2016) fabricated a TFC membranes incorporating MCM-41 Silica 
Nanoparticles onto a thin film using Polysulfone (PSU) as a support [24]. The same 
quantity of the nanoparticles was incorporated differently onto a thin film. In one 
membrane the nanoparticles were loaded in an organic phase and the others were loaded 
onto aqueous phase and the effect was studied. Comparing the pristine MPD/TMC thin 
films to TMC incorporated with nanoparticles, the flux increased from 44.33 to 60.5 L.m-
2h-1 and NaCl rejection remained constant from 94.6 to 95%. However, change in pure 
water flux was observed when the nanoparticles when incorporated in the aqueous 
solution. The flux also increased from 44.33 to 64.1 L.m-2h-1 and NaCl rejection remained 
constant 95-94% [24]. Xie et al. (2012), synthesized polyamide TFC membranes from 
bis-[4-(3-aminophenoxy) phenyl] sulfone (S-BAPS), a sulfonated sulfone diamine and 
TMC. The flux obtained was higher as compared to MPD/TMC TFC baseline membrane, 
however the salt rejection was lower. The flux obtained was 41 L.m-2h-1 with 99.4% NaCl 
rejection and 55 L.m-2h-1 with 87.9% NaCl rejection for thin film made of MPD/TMC and 




2.12. Monomers used for PA-TFC NF membranes 
 
One of the most important factors in TFC membranes is the choice of monomers. For the 
past years, many researchers have been attempting to prepare novel PA-TFC NF 
membranes with better performance depending on the end use of the membranes by 
choosing different water-soluble monomers with desired functional groups such as 
polyamines, polyols, and polyphenols, etc. It was discovered that, PA-TFC NF 
membranes can be obtained by choosing alternative amine with hydrophilic polar groups 
(e.g., hydroxyl, carboxylic acid and sulfonic acid functional groups) into the polymer matrix 
[37]. 
Since TFC membranes are very sensitive to chlorine attack, which usually results in loss 
of membrane performance [136], [137]. Sulfonated monomers are of considerable 
interest because of their hydrophilic functional groups properties, chemical, physical and 
thermal stability. And they are considered be promising materials for desalination 
membranes since they are chlorine resistant with high flux  
 
2.12.1. 2,5-diaminobenzenesulfonic acid (2,5-DABSA) monomer 
 
Akbari et al. (2015) used 2.5-diaminobenzenesulfonic acid as a second modification of 
PSf to enhance the antifouling properties as well as the pure water flux of a polyamide 
(PA) nanofiltration membrane [138]. A PA-TF membrane was prepared using an IP 
method. PSf (UF) membrane was used as a support and 2,5-diaminobenzenesulfonic 
acid (2,5-DABSA) together with TMC were used to form a thin film (active layer). The 
presence of sulfonic acid groups on the membrane surface led to the introduction of 
negative charge effects. As a result, the order of salt rejection of the pristine PA 
membrane compared to PA-TF membrane changed from Na2SO4>CaCl2>NaCl to 
Na2SO4>NaCl>CaCl2, respectively. The new order of rejection is effluence by a change 
in membrane surface charge. After modification, the surface charge changed to negative. 
An increase in Na2SO4 (anionic) salt rejection was observed whereas the rejection in 
CaCl2 (cationic) decreased  [21]. Membrane surface modification with 2,5-DABSA 
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Figure 2.5: Structure of 2.5-diaminobenzene sulfonic acid monomer. 
 
2.13. Nano composites 
 
Addition of inorganic nanoparticles such as Al2O3, TiO2, SiO2, Fe3O4 and ZrO2 to the 
membranes was found to be one of the effective ways to enhance membrane 
performance and improve antifouling properties [139]. Nanoparticles are applied in 
various fields such as drug delivery systems, soil quality improvement, wastewater 
treatment, and biological sciences [5]. 
 
2.13.1. TiO2 nanoparticles 
 
Since the discovery of TiO2 by Fujishima and Honda in 1972 [140], it has drawn attraction 
in the research world because of its properties such as strong oxidizing power, 
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nontoxicity, low costs, is readily availability and its long term photo-stability [141]. It is also 
well known that TiO2 is stable in aqueous media and can tolerate both acidic and basic 
conditions [142]. TiO2 can be synthesized to form either nanoparticles, nanorods, 
nanotube and even nano sheets all having the same morphology but with different crystal 
structure (i.e. anatase and rutile) [143]. This TiO2 are also used in electronics, solar and 
magnetic cells as well as photo-catalysis [144],[145].  
Titanium dioxide (TiO2) has turned up to be the most preferable among many photo-
catalysts because of its many stunning properties such as nontoxicity, strong oxidizing 
power, low cost, availability, and long term photo-stability [141]. However, TiO2 has one 
major drawback in membrane technology which is the tendency of agglomerating when 
used as additives [144]. Lee et al. (2008) fabricated PES membrane with an active layer 
incorporated with TiO2 nanoparticles for salt desalination. The TiO2  was incorporated to 
improve the permselectivity and antifouling propensity of the PA-TFC membranes 
[1],[146].  As the TiO2 concentration increased up to 5.0 wt.%, there was a decrease in 
water flux with an increase in salt rejection. However, above 5.0 wt.%, the flux increased 
drastically and salt rejection decreased sharply which indicated that the permeate flux is 
directly proportional to the concentration of TiO2 loaded and while the rejection is inversely 
proportional [147]. 
 
2.13.2. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) 
  
Carbon nanotubes were discovered by Iijima 29 years ago and he used arc-discharge 
[148]. Ever since, CNTs have attracted enormous research attention in various scientific 
communities because of their good properties such as high chemical stability, larger 
surface area, phenomenal optical, chemical and electronic properties [149],[150] and 
great application various parts of research [151]. CNTs have been used in diverse fields 
such as drug delivery, nano-electronics, biosensors, polymer composites etc. [141]. CNTs 
are basically graphite sheet rolled up to form tubular structures as shown in Figure 2.6  




Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of graphite sheet rolled up to form CNTs [153]. 
 
2.13.2.1. Types and structures of CNTs 
 
CNTs are normally categorized by the number of tubular structure they contain as shown 
in Figure 2.7; single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs), double-walled CNTs (DWCNTs) or multi-
walled CNTs (MWCNTs) [150], [141]. Like many other materials, CNTs has their own 
limitation, they are hydrophobic and are prone to aggregation due to their molecular 
composition sp2 hybridization. However, according to Karimi et al. (2016) functionalizing 








Structures of (a) SWCNTs, (b) DWCNTs and (c) MWCNTs [153]. 
  
2.13.2.2. Functionalization of CNTs 
 
Even though the CNTs have drawn considerable attention in research, they have 
restricted solubility and manufacturability [154]. However, modifying them with desired 
functional groups depending on their end use can enhance their solubility and chemical 
stability. Acid treated CNTs contains oxygen-containing functional groups such as a 
hydroxyl (–OH), carbonyl (–C=O) and carboxylic acid (–COOH) [47]. Acids such as 
sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and nitric acid (HNO3) are used to oxidize CNTs in a ratio of 3:1 
resulting in the addition of hydrophilic functional groups [48], [49]. CNTs incorporated into 
polysulfone membrane and polyethersulfone membrane improves their hydrophilicity and 
fouling resistance due to the hydrophilic carboxylic groups of functionalized CNTs [5]. 
Figure 2.8 shows other possible ways of functionalizing CNTs to which includes 






Figure 2.8: Possible way of functionalizing CNTs [152]. 
 
2.13.2.3. CNTs as additives to improve antifouling properties of the membranes 
 
Membrane fouling depends on the interaction between the properties of the membrane 
surface and the properties of the foulant. However, modification of the membrane surface 
with desired functional groups to improve the membrane morphology and surface 
chemistry was found to be one of the most effective method to control membrane fouling. 
Since fouling is more related to the surface morphology of the membrane and the 
chemical properties of a foulant, addition of FMWCNTs into a membrane increases the 
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membrane’s hydrophilicity, and because most foulants are hydrophobic in nature, 
therefore, the membrane become resistant to fouling. However, CNTs are hydrophobic in 
nature, but they can be tuned to improve their hydrophilicity [155].  
 
2.13.2.4. Incorporation of CNTs into thin film membranes 
 
Carbon nanotube (CNT) membranes were developed to improve membrane performance 
and a fouling-resistant due to the fast transport of water molecules through CNTs and 
antimicrobial property of CNTs. Baek. et al. (2017) fabricated a thin film membranes and 
incorporated CNTs, and the membrane performance was evaluated. Water flux obtained 
was 69% [156]. However, after 20 h of use, the membrane flux decreased to 53% as a 
result of membrane fouling. After 1 h of membrane cleaning, the membrane flux was 
recovered by up to 82%. This was attributed to less deposition of foulants onto the 
membrane surface since CNTs rendered the membrane surface smooth [156]. 
 
2.14. Pros and cons of using CNTs 
 
Table 2.1: a summary of advantages and disadvantaged of CNTs1 [56]. 
Advantages  Disadvantages 
 
 Very small and light in weight 
making excellent replacement for 
metallic wires  
 Resources used for their production 
in plenty and does not require a lot 
of material 
 Despite all, researchers still do not 
understand how CNTs work 
 Production process for CNTs is 
very costly 
 They are resistant to both very high 
and very low temperatures 
 They are tremendously small which 
makes them difficult to work with 
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 They improve conductive and 
chemical properties of composites 
 Implementing a new production 
method will be very  expensive as 
well 
 They can be modified to obtain 
desired functional groups 
depending on the end use 
 At the rate of technology has been 
becoming obsolete it may be a 
gamble to bet on this technology 
 
 
2.15. Summary  
 
This study was proposed to enhance the performance of the thin film composite 
membrane through the incorporation of sulfonic acid groups as well as FMWCNTs@TiO2 
nano-composites. The literature review presented here showed that the incorporation of 
the sulfonic acid groups onto the thin film active layer improves the water permeate flux 
as well as the antifouling properties. In addition, the incorporation of the FMWCNTs@TiO2 
nanocomposites improves flux, antifouling properties and increases desalination ability. 
This knowledge led to the design a thin film composite membrane incorporating both 
sulfonic groups and FMWCNT@TiO2 envisaged to possess improved water flux, 










Chapter 3 contains the list of chemicals, the experimental procedures used, as well as 
the analytical procedures followed in this research project for the synthesis of all the 
nano-composites and all the resultant membranes. 
 
3.2. Chemicals and materials  
 
All chemicals were ordered from Sigma Aldrich and the purities are as follows. CNTs 
(98%), methanol (99%), titanium isopropoxide (TTIP), sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), 
Ammonia (57%), nitric acid (37%), sulfuric acid (98%), 2,5-Diaminobenzenesulfonic acid 
(2,5-DABSA), hexane (95 wt%), trimesoyl chloride (TMC), ethanol (98%), glacial acetic 
acid (37%), molecular sieves (4A, purified), all the chemicals were purchased  from Sigma 
Aldrich. 
 
3.3. Preparation of TiO2 nanoparticles 
 
Sodium dodecyl sulphate (5 mL) was added into a solution of glacial acetic acid (5 mL) 
and TTIP (5 mL), distilled water (100 mL) was added to the solution which was left to stir 
at room temperature for 2 h. The solution pH was adjusted by dropwise addition of 
ammonia to 10. The mixture was heated at 60°C while stirring. The obtained precipitate 
was centrifuged, washed with distilled sequentially with water and ethanol, and finally 
dried at 100°C overnight. The product (white powder) was calcined at 450°C for 4 h. 
 




MWCNTs (1.5 g) were suspended in a mixture of concentrated sulfuric and nitric acids in 
the ratio of 3:1 respectively. The mixture was sonicated for 3 h and then placed on a 
magnetic stirrer-hotplate and temperature increased to 50°C and left for additional 24 h. 
The solids were washed several times with deionized water until the pH was 7.0. The 
MWCNTs were dried in an oven at 100°C for 24 h and they were then termed FMWCNTs. 
This acid-induced oxidation reaction on the MWCNTs introduced carbonyl, carboxylic 
acid and hydroxyl functional groups that are expected to serve as nucleation and anchor 
sites for the growth-deposition of metal oxide nanoparticles 
 
3.5. Preparation of FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano composite 
 
Three FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-composites with different TiO2 doses were prepared. The 
preparations were made by dispersing weighted amounts of FMWCNTs and TiO2 in 
ethanol (150 mL) and the solution was sonicated for 2 h at room temperature. The mixture 
was subsequently heated to 70°C under stirring for 30 min to enable the adhesion of TiO2 
on the tubes. The solids were dried at 100°C and then calcined at 450°C for 4 h to obtain 
FMWCNT/TiO2 composites.  
 
3.6. Preparation of PES membrane 
 
PES (18 g) was first dried overnight at 100°C. The dried polymer dissolved in NMP (82 
mL) solvent at room temperature over 24 h. The homogeneous mixture was left in a 
desiccator for 24 h to degas. The membrane was cast using the phase inversion process. 
 
3.7.  Phase inversion polymerization process 
 
The glass plate was cleaned using acetone. The casting solution was poured onto one 
end of the glass plate and spread using an automated casting machine with the casting 
knife set at 200 µm. After casting, the cast solution film was left for 60 s before been 
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transferred into a coagulation bath of distilled water (room temperature). The formed 
membrane was left in water for 24 h before use or storage. 
 
3.8. Thin film membrane preparations 
 
A UF-PES support membrane was prepared by soaking the overnight in an aqueous 
solution of sodium dodecyl sulphate (0.5 wt.%). The membrane was subsequently 
washed with distilled water for 1 h and dried in a fume hood for 2 h. The dried membrane 
was immobilized onto a glass using a double sided tape. An aqueous solution of 2, 5-
DABSA (3.39 wt.%), and SDS (0.04 wt.%, the pH adjusted to pH 8) was later poured onto 
the surface of the immobilized membrane. The membrane was allowed to soak in this 
solution for 30 min. The excess aqueous solution was removed using a rubber roller. 
Trimesoyl chloride (0.04 wt.%) solution in  hexane (100 mL) was poured onto the surface 
of the treated membrane and was left for 60 s. The membrane was then dried in an oven 
for 15 min at 65°C. The membrane was washed with distilled to remove unreacted 
monomers.  
For the addition of nano-composites onto a thin film layer, a similar procedure was 
followed. The extra step was the addition of different amounts of the nano-composites 
into the organic phase to produce thin film nano-composite membranes. Then 










Table 3.1: The composition of the membranes and their unique codes. 
Membranes  
 
FMWCNTs@TiO2 Mass of FMWCNTs@TiO2 
Incorporated (g) 
 
M0 Support UF membrane - 

























M14 PA-TF FMWCNTs only 0.05 






3.8. Characterization of MWCNTs, TiO2, MWCNTs@TiO2 composites, PA-TFC 
membranes and PA-TFC membrane incorporated with nano-composites 
 
3.8.1. Characterization techniques 
 
3.8.1.1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
 
X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) is a high-speed analytical technique mainly used to 
classify a crystalline material phase and can provide data on the dimensions of unit cells. 
The analyzed material is finely ground, homogenized, and average bulk composition is 
determined. The spectra obtained was from a D8 Advanced diffractometer (X’Pert,-Pro, 
Almelo, Netherlands) with PSD Vantec-1 detectors, Cu Kα radiation (λ=1.5406). 
 
3.8.1.2. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 
 
When IR radiation is passed through a sample, some radiation is absorbed by the sample 
and some passes through (is transmitted), resulting in the production of spectra with 
patterns that provide structural insights. All the FTIR spectra in this research were 
obtained using Perkin Elmer Spectrum (Germany) 100 FTIR spectrometer in range 4000 
- 500 cm-1. 
 
3.8.1.3. Raman spectroscopy 
 
Raman Spectroscopy is a non-destructive chemical analysis technique which provides 
detailed structural fingerprint by which molecules can be identified. The technique is used 
to confirm the chemical structure, phase and polymorphy, crystallinity and molecular 
interactions. It is based upon the interaction of light with the chemical bonds within a 
material. The spectra were recorded over a range of 50 to 3500 cm-1 using an operating 




3.8.1.4. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
 
Thermogravimetric analysis was used to study the thermal stability of the FMWCNTs, 
TiO2 and all the FMWCNTs@TiO2. The Perkin-Elmer STA 6000 (Waltham, MA, USA) 
thermogravimetric analyzer instrument was used, and about 20-25 mg of the materials 
were heated under a flowing nitrogen atmosphere at the rate 20 mL.min-1 from 25 to 
750°C heating at the rate of 10°C.min-1 and the corresponding mass loss was recorded. 
 
3.8.1.5. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) 
 
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis was used to determine the surface area, pore 
volume FMWCNTs, TiO2 and all the FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-composites. The instrument 
used is Nova touch LX2 (USA). From all the samples, 0.2 g was degassed using 




Zeta Potential analyzer was used to determine the zeta potential (point of zero charge) 
on the materials. Zetasizer ZEN 3600, Malvin (Germany) was used in this research.  
Zetasizer was used to analyze particle mobility and charge (Zeta potential) using the 
technique of Electrophoretic Light Scattering (ELS). 
 
3.8.1.7. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) 
 
The morphology of the synthesis material’s surface and cross section views of the 
resultant membranes was examined using the TESCAN VEGA 3, Czech (Republic) 
scanning microscope. Cross sections of the membranes were prepared by fracturing the 
membranes using liquid nitrogen. The membranes were coated with carbon before 
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analysis. For cross-section, the membranes were fractured by deeping them in liquid 
nitrogen. 
 
3.8.1.8. Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) 
 
XMAX Oxford (United Kingdom) instruments EDS, was used to confirm the chemical 
characterization/elemental analysis of materials. A sample excited by an energy source 
(such as the electron beam of an electron microscope) dissipates some of the absorbed 
energy by ejecting a core-shell electron. 
 
3.8.1.9. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
 
A TEM (TEM JOEL JEM-2100, Japan) instrument at acceleration voltage of 200kV was 
used to study the morphology of the materials used in this study. Few milligrams of the 
materials were dispersed into ethanol (10 mL) and ultra-sonicated for 10 min. Immediately 
thereafter, 1 - 2 drops of the suspension was deposited onto the carbon-coated copper 
grids and mounted onto the exchange rods and placed into the TEM chamber for analysis. 
The J image software was used to analyse the obtained images. 
 
3.8.1.10. Contact Angle 
 
The hydrophilicity of the membranes was determined by measuring the water contact 
angle of each membrane. Typically drops of distilled water was deposited at 10 different 
sites on the surface of membranes at room temperature. Contact angles were measured 
in five replicates after 30 s of deposition at different sites of each membrane to minimize 
error. Data Optical (SCA 20 software) was used from the instrument (OCA) 15EC (G10, 




3.8.1.11. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
 
AFM was used to analyze the surface topography all the membranes. The surface 
roughness (Rq and Ra) parameters were calculated from the AFM images. WITec 
alpha300R Confocal Raman spectrometer (Germany) was used  
 
3.9. Membrane performance testing. 
 
Membrane assessment was carried-out using a dead-end cell set-up. The cell was 
capable of accommodating a membrane with 0.00126 m2 effective surface area. This was 
used to measure water permeate flux (L.m-2h-1) and salt rejection at room temperature. 
The salts used for rejection were NaCl (3000 ppm), KCl (3000 ppm) and MgSO4 91000 
ppm). The water flux (J; L.m-2h-2) was measured at various pressures ranging from 600 - 
1000 kPa at constant time of 15 min. The values water recovered from all the membranes 
was determined by direct measurement of the water permeate volume, which will be 





 ………………………………….. (1) 
where V is the volume of permeated water (L), A is the effective membrane surface area 
(m2), and t is the filtration time (h). 
 
The salt solute concentration in permeate was measured using a conductivity meter. A 
standard calibration curve was done for each salt solution. The membrane rejection was 
calculated using equation (2) to evaluate desalination performance of each membrane: 
Rejection (%) = [1- ( 𝐶𝑝
𝐶𝑓
 )] × 100 …………………… (2)  
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Where Cp is the permeate and Cf is the feed solution concentrations (mg.L-1). To minimize 
human error in both water flux and salt concentration measurements, all of the 
experiments were carried out three times, and the average value was reported. Also, the 
water permeate flux and salt rejections were recorded for all of the membrane samples 
after compaction for an hour. 
 
3.10. Membrane fouling tests. 
 
The anti-fouling tests of the membranes were done in five cycles. The first 25 min in the 
pure water flux was recorded and the second 25 min was BSA flux (1000 ppm). After 
every BSA flux recordings, the membranes were back washed with distilled water for 30 
min using the same filtration technique. The pure water flux was measure again for 25 
min then BSA, then the cycles continued. To assess the antifouling effect of membranes, 
the flux recovery ratio (FRR), total fouling ratio (Rt), reversible fouling ratio (Rr), and 






 × 100% ……………  (3) 
 
Rt = (1- 
𝐽𝑝
𝐽𝑤1










) × 100% …………. (6) 
 
where Jw1 is the water flux (L.m-2h−1); Jw2 is the water flux of the cleaned membrane 




Results and Discussion 
 
4.  Introduction 
 
MWCNTs, FMWCNTs, TiO2, and FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-composites with the ratios 
of (1:1, 1:0.75, 1:0.5, and 1:0.25) wt.% were characterized using XRD, FTIR, Raman, 
TGA, BET, Zeta potential, SEM, EDS and TEM. The nano-composites were then 
incorporated onto a thin film membranes. Pristine thin film membranes and 
membranes incorporated with nano-composites were characterized using FTIR, CA 
and SEM. The membrane performances, i.e. water flux, fouling resistance and salt 
slat rejection were analyzed using a dead-end cell. All the characterizations and 
results are discussed below. 
 
4.1. Characterization of MWCNTs, TiO2 and FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-composites 
 
4.1.1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) reflection 
 
XRD pattern (Figure 4.1) for TiO2 nanoparticles, which showed the most intense reflection 
appearing at 25.2° corresponding to the (101) plane  confirming that the nanoparticles are 
in anatase phase [144]. Other characteristic reflections were observed at the 2ɵ values: 
38, 48, 53, 55, 62, 68, 70, 75 and 83° correspond to (004), (200), (105), (211), 204), (116), 
(220), (215) and (224) crystallographic planes of anatase respectively according to 
JCPDS No. 01-071-1166 [158].  
For pristine MWCNTs, two reflections were expected at approximately 26 and 43° which 
correspond to the (002) and (100) planes respectively [159], [160]. After treatment with 
acids, an increase in the intensity of the reflections is expected [161]. From the XRD 
pattern obtained, both the MWCNTs and the FMWCNTs showed an intense reflection at 
25.3° corresponding to the (002) reflection and another peak at 43° corresponding to the 
(100) plane.  
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The XRD pattern for the nano-composites showed the characteristics reflection that 
correspond exactly to the parent TiO2 and FMWCNTs. In all nano-composites and the 
parent TiO2 nanoparticles, there are no observable reflections corresponding to rutile 
phase TiO2. It was observed that the intensity of the characteristics peaks of TiO2 
increases with increasing concentration of TiO2 incorporated the FMWCNTs [162]. 
 
Figure 4.1. XRD patterns of TiO2 nanoparticles, FMWCNTs and FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-
composites. 
 
4.1.2. Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 
 
The FITR spectra for all the materials are presented by figure 4.2 below. For MWCNTs, 
there were no significant bands except for the two weak bands at 1600 cm-1 and 3000 























cm-1, corresponding to C=C and O–H stretching, respectively. However, after 
functionalization, numerous prominent peaks appear. The bands appearing at 
approximately 1210 cm-1, 1377 cm-1, and 1438 cm-1 to 1605 cm-1 are due to C–O–C, C–
O, C=C–C and C=O bending vibrations respectively. The peaks at approximately 2800 to 
2919 cm-1 correspond to C–H stretching vibration due to sp2 carbon ring. The broad peak 
appearing at around at 3444 cm-1 is due to the O–H stretch from carboxylic groups 
attached during the functionalization process [163]. The peaks at approximately 802 cm−1 
and 1133 cm−1 were due to the bending vibrations of Ti–O–Ti and Ti–O–C bonds 
respectively [164]. All the characteristic peaks on the parent FMWCNTs and TiO2 nano-
particles are clearly visible in all the four nano-composites, with the intensity of the peaks 




Figure 4.2: FTIR spectra of MWCNTS, FMWCNTs, TiO2, and FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-
composites. 
 
4.1.3. Raman Spectroscopy 
 
The use of Raman spectroscopy allows the observation of many aspects of carbon 
materials, especially carbon nanotubes. Figure 4.3 shows the Raman spectra recorded 
for MWCNTs, FMWCNTs, TiO2, and FMWCNTs@TiO2 samples. These spectra showed 
the positions for the most intense component bands corresponding to the D-, G-, and G'-
bands. From the spectra obtained, the D- band appeared at 1344 cm-1, the G'- band 
appeared at 2660 cm-1 and the G- band appeared at 1585 cm-1 [165], [166]. The D- band, 
also known as the disorder bad arises from amorphous carbon and structural defect [167]. 
The G band  is related to the graphite tangential E2g Raman active mode where the two 

























atoms in graphene unit cell are vibrating tangentially one against the other [165], [166]. 
The most prominent second order Raman peak, historically named G'-band is an 
additional proof of the high order degree of the samples [168].  
TiO2 peaks usually appear at the lower region of the spectrum. The peaks at 140.1 cm-1, 
415 cm-1, 536 cm-1 and 656 cm-1 are assigned to Eg, B1g, unresolved A1g + B1g and Eg 
which are the Raman allowed modes of the anatase TiO2, respectively [169], [170]. The 
synthesized FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-composites shows all the characteristics peaks of 
the parent FMWCNTs and TiO2. It was also observed that the intensity of the FMWCNTs 




Figure 4.3: Raman spectra of MWCNTS, FMWCNTs, TiO2 and FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-






4.1.4. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
 
Figure 4.4 presents the thermogravimetric analysis results of MWCNTs, FMWCNTs, TiO2 
and FMWCNTs@TiO2 nanocomposites obtained under N2 atmosphere. For TiO2 
nanoparticles, a drastic weight loss was observed from room temperature (25 °C) until 
the temperature of 150 °C. This is due to the removal of absorbed water in the nano 
particles [171]. A gradual weight loss was observed from 200 °C till 850 °C, which is due 
to the elimination of the organic materials and the formation of pure TiO2 nanoparticles. 
These indicates a high thermal stability of the anatase TiO2 nanoparticles [145], [158], 
[164], [171]–[173].  
From the spectra obtained, the MWCNTs, FMWCNTs and the resultant nanocomposites 
reports three main events. The first one is related to the removal of adsorbed water, 
followed by the decomposition of present functional groups step, and lastly the MWCNT 
degradation step [174]. TGA of pristine MWCNTs showed a negligible mass loss below 
500 °C, which indicates high thermal stability and a very low concentration of highly 
reactive carbon on the surface [164]. Decomposition of the functional groups occurred 
from 500 °C to 750 °C. The decomposition of oxygen containing functional groups in 
FMWCNTs occurred from 130 °C till 850 °C. From the thermogram obtained, it was 
concluded that the amount of the water absorbed by the FMWCNTs is higher than that 
absorbed by the pristine MWCNTs. The oxidation process improved the hydrophilicity and 
polarity MWCNTs [174]–[177]. 
For TiO2@FMWCNTs nanocomposites, the spectra obtained follow the trend of both the 
MWCNTs and the FMWCNTs. However, it was observed that the decomposition of the 
oxygen containing functional groups occurred at around 560 °C to 750°C. An increase in 
thermal stability could be due to the incorporated TiO2 nano particles. 
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Figure 4.4: TGA spectra of MWCNTS, FMWCNTs, TiO2 and FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-
composites. 
 
4.1.5. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) analysis 
 
Typical N2 adsorption and desorption isotherms for the hybrid nano-composites are 
shown in Figure 4.5. The surface area, pore volume and diameter of the nano-composites 
are presented in table 4.1. As it can be seen in the isotherm the TiO2 nano particles 
exhibits the type 3 isotherm according to BDDT classification [178], [179]. The surface 
area of the TiO2 nanoparticles was found to be 50.939 m2/g which is lower than the one 
reported in literature [180]. 
The surface area of the MWCNTs and FMWCNTs were found to be 218.588 and 220.265 
m2/g respectively, which were also lower than the one reported in previous reports [181]. 































A decrease in surface area of the nano-composites was observed as compared to the the 
surface area of FMWCNTs. This observation was expected due to the attachment to the 
TiO2 nanoparticles on the FMWCNTs surface [182]. It also suggested that the presence 
of the MWCNTs increased the specific surface area of the nano-composite, which led to 
its higher adsorptive ability [181], [182]. At low pressures, the surface is only partially 
occupied by the gas, whereas the monolayer is filled and the isotherm reaches a plateau 
at higher pressures. Based on these results, the nano-composite can be ascribed to a 
type IV adsorption isotherm according to the IUPAC classification scheme [183]; this 
result suggests that the structure of the nano-composites is mesoporous. The pore size 
distribution of the TiO2@MWCNTs nano-composite was investigated based on the 
Barrett-Joyner-Halenda process. The material shows bimodal mesopore size 
distributions, i.e. narrow mesopores with peak pore diameters of approximately 2.5 nm 
and larger mesopores with peak pore diameters of approximately 3.4 nm [184]. 
 
Table 4.1. The BET pore volume, surface area and pore diameter. 






TiO2 0.251 50.939 19.716 
MWCNTs 0.597 218.588 1.585 
FMWCNTs 0.633 220.265 1.585 
1:1 TiO2@FMWCNTs 1.180 436.804 3.898 
1:0.75 TiO2@FMWCNTs 0.217 72.5236 1.585 
1:0.5 TiO2@FMWCNTs 0.470 177.397 3.898 








Figure 4.5: BET spectra of MWCNTS, FMWCNTs, TiO2 and FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-composite.
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4.1.6. Zeta Potential 
 
Zeta potential was used to calculate the magnitude of the electrostatic potential of the 
solvent suspension. Zeta potential values above and below ±15 mV suggest greater 
colloidal dispersion stability. Attraction exceeds repulsion when the potential value is 
smaller than this norm, and the dispersion will break down and begin to accumulate [185]. 
From the zeta potential results obtained, the point of zero charge for TiO2 was around 
pH~7, When the pH moved away from pH~2, the absolute value of the zeta potential 
increased and passed through a positive maximum at pH ~ 6.0 and a negative minimum 
at pH ~ 8.0. The zeta potential of the particles also has an influence on the aggregation 
stability of the TiO2 suspensions [186]. The zeta potential distributions of MWCNTs and 
FMWCNTs dispersed in distilled water are obtained in figure 4.6, the positive maximum 
pH values were obtained at pH~2 and pH~0 respectively, and the maximum negative pH 
values were obtained at pH~10 and pH~12 respectively. The point of zero charge for the 
FMWCNTs was found to be at pH~2.3 The low zeta potential value for FMWCNTs 
(1.14<mV>-10.08) might be caused by the hydrophobic nature of CNTs because high van 
der Waals forces certainly cause self-aggregation leads to a poor dispersion. The 
potential distributions of FMWCNTs@TiO2 with ratios (1:1, 1:0.75, 1:0.5, and 1:0.25) are 
within the range (12 >mV<-18.63), (17>mV<-9.79), (11.23>mV<-20.58), (10>mV<-
19.32), with points of zero charges of 3.4, 4.8, 3.4, 6.6 and 2.3 respectively. The points 
of zero charge of the nano-composites was found to between the zeta potential of the 
parent FMWCNTs and TiO2 [187]. 
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Figure 4.6. Zeta potential graphs of MWCNTS, FMWCNTs, TiO2 and FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-
composites. 
 
4.1.7. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 
The SEM images were taken at magnification of 20 µm. Figures 4.7(A) and 4.7(B) 
displays micrographs for MWCNTs and FMWCNTs, in which no physical difference 
between the two was detected. The TiO2 nanoparticles and its composites, 
FMWCNTs@TiO2 in ratios 1:0.25, 1:0.5, 1:0.75, 1:1, respectively, are shown as Figure 
4.7(C) and Figures 4.7(D - G). The composite materials present homogeneous 
distribution of TiO2 on the FMWCNTs with more TiO2 particles visible on increasing its 
concentration in line with prior reports [140]. 
 





































Figure 4.7: SEM images of (A) MWCNTS, (B)FMWCNTs, (C)TiO2 and (D-G)FMWCNTs@TiO2 
nano-composites. 
 
4.1.8. Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) 
 
The results of EDS elemental analysis of MWCNTs, FMWCNTs, TiO2 and 
FMCNTs@TiO2 (1:1, 1:0.75, 1:0.5, 1:0.25) composites are shown in figure 4.8. The 
nanocomposites showed the presence of C, O and Ti and is reflective of the elemental 
ratio used. The Ti elemental signal increased with the increasing dosing Ti amount while 
the content of MWCNTs and O decreased in the composites in line with expectations. 
However, in both TiO2 and some nanocomposites there is the presence of the element 
sulfur which may be due the fact that Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate (SDS) was used as the 





Figure 4.8: EDS spectra of (A) MWCNTS, (B) FMWCNTs, (C)TiO2 and (D-G)FMWCNTs@TiO2 
nano-composites. 
 
4.1.9. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
 
Figure 4.9 exhibit the TEM micrographs of pristine (A) and functionalized (B) MWCNTs 
respectively. This indicated that both have a spaghetti-like structure, with no 
morphological difference detected between the two [160], [165]–[167], [174], [176]. Figure 
4.9(C) confirmed that TiO2 is a highly crystalline with clearly defined structured 
nanoparticles. Figure 4.9(D, E, F and G) indicated that the TiO2 nanoparticles were 
deposited onto the surfaces of the MWCNTs [164], [172], [181], [189]. There is no 
noticeable difference of particle size of both the TiO2 and the FMWCNTs in the nano-
composites. This confirms that the sintering effect did not occur to the FMWCNTs@TiO2 
nano-composites [189]. Some partial agglomeration of the TiO2 nanoparticles was 
detected leading to non-uniform coating of TiO2 onto the MWCNTs. In general, the density 





Figure 4.9: TEM images for MWCNTS (A), FMWCNTs (B), TiO2 (C) and FMWCNTs@TiO2 
nano-composites (in the following ratio order; 1:0.25 (D), 1:0.5 (E), 1:0.75 (F) and 1:1 (G)). 
 
4.2. Membrane characterization 
 
A total of 16 different membranes were synthesized, namely; PES UF support membrane, 
baseline thin film membrane made of 2.5-DABSA/TMC, 0.05 wt% PA-TF membrane 
containing FMWCNT, PA-TF membrane containing TiO2, and the twelve PA-TF 
membranes incorporating the   nano-composites. The composition of the twelve 
membranes was due to the 3 loadings of 0.01, 0.03 and 0.05 wt.% for the  4 nano-
composites of the  FMWCNTs:TiO2 ratios (:1:1, 1:075, 1:0.5, 1:0.25). All the membranes 







Table 4.2: The composition of the membranes and their unique codes. 
Membranes  
 
FMWCNTs@TiO2 Mass of FMWCNTs@TiO2 
Incorporated 
M0 Support UF membrane - 

























M14 PA-TF FMWCNTs only 0.05 
M15 PA-TF TiO2 only 0.05 
 
 
4.2.1. Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) 
 
The FTIR spectra of the membranes were collected and presented in figure 4.10 below. 
As expected, all the prepared membranes showed typical characteristics of PES basic 
structure. The PES chemical structure contains three important functional groups, namely 
the benzene ring, ether and sulfone. The presence of benzene rings is usually revealed 
through three IR bands in the range of 1600 to 1400 cm-1. Figure 4.10 showed the 
presence of the three bands at 1557, 1466 and 1412 cm-1 indicative of the phenyl ring in 
the PES spectrum. The presence of the ether functional group was confirmed by 
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presence of its two peaks at 1322 and 1294 cm-1. Finally, the presence of the sulfonic 
acid group was confirmed by the appearance of the two stretching peaks at 1148 and 
1076 cm-1 [190],[191].  
Upon the growth of the thin film after addition of 2,5-DABSA and trimesoyl chloride 
monomers, additional bands were expected. These include the two bands at 1150 and 
1394 cm-1 assigned to the S=O symmetric and asymmetric stretching vibration of the 2,5-
DABSA respectively. The stretching vibrations of the S=O bond of the sulfonic acid group 
peak was also observed at 691 cm-1 [21]. The presence of the amide I C=O stretching 
vibration of the amide was confirmed by the peak at 1656 cm−1, the amide II, N-H bending 
and C-N stretching vibration were confirmed by peaks at approximately 1550 cm−1, and 
the presence of N-H stretching peak on a n amide was confirmed by the band around 
1600 cm−1 [147], [192], [193]. the stretching peak at approximately 3463 cm−1 can be 
assigned to N–H and O–H and suggests several loose associative features like NH–N 
hydrogen bonds as also NH–O=C hydrogen bonds [193]. The same peaks were observed 
in all the thin film membrane but with different intensities. After the addition of 
FMWCNTs@TiO2 into the thin film layer, broad bands associated with the hydroxyl 
groups were observed at approximately 3463 cm-1, which might be due to the introduction 
of OH from the FMWCNTs or TiO2 [147]. The FTIR spectra of the 12 PA-TFC membranes 






Figure 4.10: FTIR spectra of M0, M1, M13, M14 and M1.
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4.2.2. Contact Angel analysis (CA) 
 
Figure 4.11 is the contact angel (CA) graph where it was observed that PES UF base 
membrane is hydrophobic, CA of 85°. However, upon addition of an active layer onto the 
PES support, the hydrophilicity of the resultant membrane improved with CA decreasing 
from 85° to 76°. After the incorporation of FMWCNTs@TiO2 onto the TF layer, it was 
observed that the CA further decreased with decreasing concentration of the nano-
composites. For instance, it was lowest (40°) in the TFC membranes incorporating 
FMWCNTs alone (M14) increasing to 54° with that incorporating TiO2 alone. This 
observation indicates that FMWCNTs are positive for CA and TiO2 has slightly the 
opposite effect. This is illustrated better by observing TFC membranes with the lowest 
composites having relatively lower CA compared with those having higher content. 
Furthermore, within membranes with the lowest FMWCNT@TiO2, those with lower TiO2 
content had lower CAs. Thus the hydrophilicity of the membrane improved with a 
decreasing concentration of the TiO2 nanoparticles in the nano-composites. The CA for 
the FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC ranged from 47 - 73°. The hydrophilicity of the membrane 
is also positively influenced by the presence of the sulfonic acid groups from the DABSA 




Figure 4.11. Contact angle of all the 16 prepared membranes. 
 
 
4.2.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 
 
4.2.3.1. Surface morphology 
 
The surface morphologies of PES support and the resultant membranes were studied 
using SEM. The PES membrane showed a smooth surface with no noticeable features 
[147]. After the addition of an active layer by IP process, a snow-like layer was observed 
on the membrane surface. A dense layer observed in the pristine-PA-F membrane also 



























































successful addition of the thin film layer onto the membrane surface [196]. After 
incorporation of the FMWCNTs@TiO2 nanocomposites onto the active layer, it was 
observed that the density of the active layer increases, thus decreasing the surface 
roughness of the membrane [192], [65]. For TiO2-PA-TF and the FMWCNTs-PA-TF 
membranes, the thickness of the active layer was denser than the pristine-PA-TF 






Figure 4.12: (a) SEM images for PES, (b) pristine TF-membrane, (c) CNTs-PA-TF and (d) TiO2-








All the membranes were found to have a typical asymmetrical structure consisting of a 
thick skin layer on the top, a fingerlike structure in the middle, and a macro-void structure 
on the bottom that serves as the membrane mechanical support [13]. These empty 
spaces within voids indicates the porosity of the membranes [14]. The addition of the 
active layer and the active layer incorporated with the nanocomposite onto the PES 
support did not have an effect on the size nor structure of the macro-voids. The clearly 
visible PES pores were coated by a PA layer. However, the active layer did not block the 
pores but instead it improved the surface hydrophilicity of the membrane [197]. This was 










4.2.4. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
 
Atomic force microscope (AFM) was used to investigate surface roughness of the PES 
support and the active layer over coated onto the PEF support layer. Figure 4.14 exhibits 
surface morphology of the PES support and the resultant membranes. From the data 
obtained, it was observed that M0 has the highest surface roughness. After the 
incorporation of an active layer onto a thin film by IP method, an improvement in surface 
roughness was observed. Upon the addition of the FMWCNTs@TiO2 nanoparticles, 
further improvement on the membranes was observed. The surface roughness 
decreased with increasing concentration of the nano-composite incorporated. However, 
M14 and M15, has rougher surface as compared to the other TFC membranes but 
smoother than M0 and M1. Theoretically, a decrease in surface roughness of the 
membrane shows improvement of the antifouling properties. The smoother the surface, 
























Table 4.3: surface roughness parameters for PES, pristine-PA-TF, FMWCNTs@TiO2-
PA-TF, FMWCNTs-PA-TF and TiO2-PA-TF membranes 
Membranes Roughness parameters 
Ra (nm) Rq (nm) 
M0 148.630 195.390 
M1 138.110 228.390 
M2 82.834 177.250 
M3 59.241 117.180 
M4 58.770 74.273 
*8/M5 52.872 99.773 
M6 42.763 72.028 
M7 39.365 76.775 
M8 37.551 59.287 
M9 27.589 54.429 
M10 27.589 54.425 
M11 27.235 44.348 
M12 18.225 28.709 
M13 16.656 23.026 
M14 101.470 139.670 






4.3. Membrane performance 
 
The pure water fluxes of the prepared membranes were tested under different applied 
pressures (600, 700, 800, 900 1000 kPa) and salts rejection and fouling were tested at 
800 kPa since it was the optimum pressure. 
 
4.3.1. Water flux 
 
Water flux of the prepared membranes is exhibited in Figure 4.14. The effect of 
incorporation of different inorganic fillers in the PA-TF layer is evident on the observed 
pure water flux. The effect of applied pressure on water flux was also studied from which 
membrane permeability was derived. The pure water flux increased with increasing 
pressure as expected [114], [198], [199]. The addition of a baseline PA thin film layer led 
to reduced flux, from 147 L.m-2h-1 to 32 L.m-2h-1, a decrease of roughly 78%. However, 
the incorporation of nanofillers, e.g. FMWCNT, TiO2 and FMWCNTs@TiO2 into the PA 
thin film layer, an increase in pure water flux was observed. This is in line with 
expectations that an increase in membrane hydrophilicity leads to increased observed 
flux [114]. The water flux decreased with increasing concentration of FMWCNTs@TiO2 
nanocomposites (1:025 > 1:0.5 > 1:0.75 > 1:1) in line with prior reports [114]. In addition, 
it was observed that water flux decreased as the content of the incorporated nano-
composited was increased (0.01 > 0.03 > 0.05 wt.%) for all membrane groupings. 
Furthermore, the flux decreased within membrane groupings as the relative TiO2 content 
incorporated on FMWCNTs was increased. This is attributed to the hydrophobic nature 
of TiO2 which also led to an increase in CA earlier and hence a concomitant decrease in 
flux.  On the other hand, the decrease in flux in the TFC containing FMWCNTs compared 
to the PES UF membrane was only 23% (decreasing from 147 L.m-2h-1 to 111.9 L.m-2h-1) 
which is 71% higher than that of the pristine thin film membrane. Again, this is attributed 
to the hydrophilicity of the FMWCNTs derived from its abundance of hydoxyl and acidic 
functional group [155], [200]. This is also in line with CA results since this membrane had 
the lowest CA of all membranes. 
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Figure 4.15: Pure water flux for PES, pristine PA-TF, FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC membranes, 
FMWCNTs-PA-TFC and TiO2-PA-TFC membranes. 
 
4.3.2. Salts rejection 
 
The effect of membrane modification on salt rejection was investigated using NaCl (3000 
ppm), KCl (3000 ppm) and MgSO4 (1000 ppm) salts at 800 kPa pressure (Fig. 4.15). The 
rejection of NaCl, KCl and MgSO4 by pristine-TF membranes was 34, 38 and 58% 
respectively. After the incorporation of the inorganic fillers in the active, an increase in salt 
rejection was observed. For instance, the rejection of NaCl ranged from 60 - 65%, for KCl 
it ranged from 56 - 62% and for MgSO4 it ranged from 68 - 75%. On the other hand, the 
rejection of TFC incorporating only FMWCNTs or TiO2 in the active layer was 43, 42 and 
60% or for TiO2 was 37, 36 and 57% for NaCl, KCl and MgSO4, respectively. Therefore, 





































monovalent salts were reject less than the divalent salt as expected in line with prior 
reports for all composite membranes [201]. The higher rejection of MgSO4 is attributed to 
the synergistic effect of strong Donnan exclusion and size sieving effect for the larger ions 
in the sulfate salts [201]. Since the Stokes radii of Na+ and K+ are lower than Mg2+, lower 
rejection is expected as a results of the sieving effect. Monovalent electrolytes are weakly 
repelled compared to the divalent cations or/and anions, this is perfectly explained by the 
electric phenomena [114],[200], [202]. The same trend was observed in both M14 and 
M15. However, M14 and M15 rejected less salts as compared to FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-
TF membranes (M2 to M13) but rejected more salts than the pristine-PA-TF membrane 
(M1). This clearly show that the incorporation of the FMWCNTs and the TiO2 onto the 




Figure 4.16: Salt rejection for pristine-PA-TF, FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC, FMWCNTs-PA-TFC 
and TiO2-PA-TFC membranes. 
 
4.3.4 Membrane antifouling performance 
 
4.3.4.1 Fouling tests. 
 
Figure 4.16 shows results obtained for the membrane fouling tests by alternating 
permeation of distilled water and Bovine Serum Albium (BSA) solution (1000 ppm) at 800 
KPa. The pure water flux obtained in the first cycle of pure water and BSA solution through 
baseline PES UF membrane (M0) was 101 L.m-2h-1 and 30 L.m-2h-1 respectively. This 
drastic decrease in flux was due to protein fouling, caused by the deposition of protein 
molecules on the surface on the membranes, at the pore opening or within the pores. The 




























































fifth cycle, the PES membrane could only recover 17% of the pure water flux. This is in 
line with prior reports on PES UF membrane rejection for BSA [203]–[205]. After the 
addition of a TF active layer onto the PES support, the resultant membranes exhibited 
improved antifouling properties. M1 membrane recovered around 76% of flux after being 
fouled by BSA. This confirms that monomers containing sulfonic acid improves the 
antifouling properties of the membranes [21], [138]. A decline in flux recovery was 
observed with increasing number of cycles. Upon modification of the pristine-PA-TF 
membrane with FMWNCTs@TiO2 nano-composites, an increase in pure water flux 
recovery was observed in all the membranes (M2 to M13) with pure water flux recovery 
ranging between 18-40% after the fifth cycle. However, a different trend was observe in 
M14 and M15. After the first cycle, they both recovered roughly 60% pure water flux, 
which in less compared M1 to M13 but higher than M0. The hydrophilic properties of TiO2 






Figure 4.17: Water flux recovery for pristine-PA-TF, FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC, FMWCNTs-PA-TFC and TiO2-PA-TFC membranes.
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4.3.4.2. Flux recovery ratio 
 
BSA (1000 ppm) solution and distilled were used to study the flux recovery ratios of the 
prepared membranes. During BSA protein solution filtration process, the protein was 
deposited to the membrane surface and attached to different extend for different 
membranes resulting in variable observed membrane fouling. However, the membranes 
were cleaned using hydraulic cleaning method (back-washing) and the results of the 
recovered flux are shown in figure 4.17. Even though the water flux could not be fully 
recovered in all membranes, it was observed that PES UF (M0) baseline membrane had 
the lowest FRR of 40%. However, it was observed that as the hydrophilic properties of 
the membrane improved, the FRR of the membranes also improved. After the 
modification of the surface with an active layer, the FRR improved of M1 to 47%. The 
M14 membranes had FRR of 76% which was higher than M0 and  M1 in line with prior 
reports [138]. However, M15 membranes showed a FRR of only 40% which was higher 
than that of M0 membrane but lower than that obtained for M1. The flux FRR ratio for the 
FWMCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC (M2–M13) membranes increased further into the range from 
61 - 92% depending on the amount of filler incorporated into the film. Figure 4.17 indicated 
that the higher the overall FMWCNTs@TiO2 amount added, the higher the FRR 
observed. Additionally, within a series (with same ratio), increasing FMWCNTs@TiO2 
content led to positive FRR. This indicated that BSA was successfully washed-off during 
the back-washing process in membranes high in inorganic filler content.  The results 
observed here are in line with expectation for TFC incorporating this type of filers [18], 
[146], [200], [206]–[208] 
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Figure 4.18: FRR obtained for pristine-PA-TF, FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC, FMWCNTs-PA-TFC 
and TiO2-PA-TFC membranes. 
 
 
4.3.4.3. Fouling ratios 
 
Another way of assessing the fouling propensity of membranes is to compare ratios of 
different fouling resistance parameters such as total fouling (Rt), reversible fouling (Rr) 
and irreversible fouling (Rir) (Fig. 4.18). The fouling resistance results were obtained from 
pure water flux measured before BSA fouling and after back-washing the membrane. It 
was observed that PES membrane had the highest total fouling and more of the 
irreversible fouling than the reversible fouling (Fig. 4.18). This reflect the strength of BSA 
protein attachment on or within the membrane pores that cannot be easily removed by 
hydrolytic back-wash process. This is indicative of the hydrophobic nature of the PES 















































Improvement in these antifouling parameters was observed after the growth of TF active 
layer. The antifouling properties improved even more after the incorporation of the 
FMWCNTs@TiO2 nanocomposites onto the thin film. From the graph, it was observed 
that the Rr is directly proportional to the wt.% of FMWCNTs@TiO2 incorporated and 
inversely proportional to the Rir. Membranes with relatively high FMWCNTs@TiO2 nano-
composite had the lowest Rir and higher Rr . the same trend was observed in M14  and 
M15. 
The permeation properties and fouling propensity of the TFC and TFN membranes are 
highly affected by the physicochemical characteristics of the surface (such as density of 
charge, degree of cross-linking, hydrophilicity, surface roughness and morphology, 
thickness) as well as the complex free volumes interconnected within the PA framework. 
The main objective of the current study was to incorporate the TiO2 NPs into the PA matrix 
in order to enhance the thermal stability and anti-biofouling properties of the resultant 
TFN membranes [1] 
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Figure 4.19: Fouling resistant ratios for pristine-PA-TF, FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC, FMWCNTs-
PA-TFC and TiO2-PA-TFC membranes. 
 
4.4. Application of PES, pristine-PA-TF, FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC, FMWCNTs-PA-




Clean accessible drinking water for human consumption is one of the biggest challenge 
that currently being faced in South Africa. One of the promising solutions in addressing 
the drinking water scarcity is membrane technology. Selected membranes incorporating 
nano-composite fillers were that showed positive results on synthetic water were in 












































































Limpopo Province, Bochum Extension 5 (A) and industrial metal processing wastewater 
from Gauteng Province, Centurion in Pretoria (B) were used. Parameters that were tested 
as proxy for water quality were; pH, salinity, turbidity and conductivity. The membranes 
tested were PES, pristine-PA-TF, FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC membranes, FMWCNTs-
PA-TFC and TiO2-PA-TFC membranes (Table 4.2). 
 
Table 4.3: Membranes selected for treatment of real water samples 
Membrane numbering  Membrane composition 
 
M0 PES UF baseline membrane 
M1 Pristine-PA-TF reference membrane 






The pH is a measure of the water’s acidity or basicity and ranges from 0 to 14. Since pH 
can be influenced by the presence of chemicals in water. The level of  pH is an important 
indicator of water that is changing chemically and hence chemical contamination. 
Figure 4.19 show the pH of water A and B before and after treatment with membranes. 
This showed that the brackish water A was slightly acidic with a pH of 5.9 which variable 
increased slightly after treatment with different membranes. Whereas most membranes 
rendered the water neutral, the permeate from the FMWCNTs-PA-TFC membranes was 
found to be more basic after treatment (pH of 8.2).  On the other hand, the industrial 
wastewater B, had an initial pH in the basic range, 9.6. The pH decreased after treatment 
towards the neutral pH. This final pH for the different membrane treatment decreased to 











Turbidity is the cloudiness of the water caused by either suspended or dissolved solutes 
in water. These solutes include fine organic and inorganic matter, microscopic organisms, 
algae, etc. [212]. According to Soros et al. (2019) the acceptable range of turbidity in 
potable water should not be more than 5 NTU, and should ideally be below 1 NTU [213].  
The turbidity of the brackish water (Fig. 4.20(A)) was 0.91 NTU before treatment, within 
acceptable range according to literature [212], [213]. This was further decreased to 0.35 
NTU after treatment. The turbidity of the industrial wastewater B had an initial turbidity of 
55.10 NTU, which was higher than acceptable turbidity limits of potable water. After 
treatment with PES UF membrane, the turbidity reduced to 2.28 NTU, with the PA-TF 
membrane this was further reduced 1.82 NTU. The reduction in turbidity more 










4.4.1.2. Solute rejection as obtained from ICP-OES measurements 
 
The elemental analyses of both brackish and industrial wastewater was done prior to 
water treatment as well as after treatment. Rejection tests were conducted using four 
different membrane; M0, M1, M13, M14 and M15 and these results are presented in 
Tables 4.3 (brackish water) and 4.4 (industrial wastewater) as well as in figure 4.21. From 
the results obtained, it was observed that modification of PES support with an active layer 
improved the permiselecivity of the membrane and the permeate had lower concentration 
of the individual elements as compared to the feed water. It was also observed that the 
rejection of Mg, S, and As elements was higher compares to the other elements In both 
the brackish and industrial wastewater. In general, the rejection of individual elements 
using PES UF baseline membrane was less in all elements in both brackish and industrial 
wastewater. Improvement in rejection was observed after the addition of an active layer 
on the PES. The M14 and M15 show better rejection as compared to M0 and M1. The 




Table 4.4: Selected elemental composition obtained from brackish water before and 
after membrane treatment obtained using ICP-OES. 
Elements Raw water M0 M1 M13 M14 M15  
Potassium (K) 77 77 71 43 65 60 
Sulfur (S) 106 93 67 59 64 61 
Chromium (Cr) 78 68 59 44 57 55 
Cobalt (Co) 62 56 51 38 47 49 
Cadmium (Cd) 96 81 68 60 63 66 
Magnesium (Mg) 147 130 54 47 48 47 
Lead (Pb) 105 83 85 69 78 76 
Arsenic (As) 107 88 76 68 71 75 
       
 
Table 4.5: Selected elemental composition obtained from industrial wastewater before 
and after membrane treatment obtained using ICP-OES 
Elements Raw water M0 M1 M13 M14 M15 
Potassium (K) 109 103 93 75 81 84 
Sulfur (S) 107 97 78 63 69 70 
Chromium (Cr) 77 75 61 46 57 59 
Cobalt (Co) 61 59 50 35 48 45 
Cadmium (Cd) 96 95 84 69 73 70 
Magnesium (Mg) 109 101 64 49 57 61 
Lead (Pb) 113 109 94 72 89 89 






Figure 4.22: Rejection performance for PES, pristine-PA-TF, FMWCNTs-PA-TF, TiO2-PA-TF 





Salinity is the measure of the amount of salt dissolved in water. The salinity of raw water 
was tested before and after treatment with four selected membranes. It was observed 
that PES rejected less salts in both brackish water sample A and industrial wastewater B. 
Furthermore, it was also observed that when the TF active layer was added onto the PES-
UF support, the salinity was further reduced. The FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TF membrane 




Figure 4.24: Salinity of the brackish water (A) and industrial wastewater (B) before (raw) and 






Summary and Conclusions 
 
5.1. Synthesis and characterizations 
 
The successful synthesis and full characterization of the inorganic fillers, 
FMWCNTs@TiO2 (ratios 1:1, 1:0.75, 1:0.5, & 1:0.25) nano-composites, was achieved. 
Subsequently, these nano-composite fillers were incorporated into TFC membranes 
dereived from the interfacial polymerization of 2,5-DABSA and TMC supported onto PES 
UF membrane. A detailed characterization of the FMWCNTs@TiO2 nanocomposites and 
the resultant TFC membranes was performed using the following characterization 
techniques; XRD, FTIR, Raman, TEM, SEM, BET, TGA, AFM and CA. Membrane 
performance was assessed using a dead-end cell for salt rejection, permeate flux and 
membrane fouling. 
 
5.2. Properties of the membranes 
 
The fabricated membranes incorporating FMWCNTs@TiO2 showed improved 
hydrophilicity. The hydrophilic functional groups derived from both the fillers and 
monomer (DABSA) resulted in increasing the overall membrane hydrophilicity as 
confirmed by decreasing CA.  
 
5.3. Membrane performance  
 
The increased membrane hydrophilicity contributed to the observed increased water flux 
of the TFC membranes. In addition, this hydrophilicity not only improved flux but also 
contributed to the antifouling performance of the membranes. Increased hydrophilicity 
resulted in the formation of hydrated layer on the membrane that is known to mitigate 
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against solute deposition and hence fouling as well as increasing resistance to 
attachment of the hydrophobic foulants.  
The PES membrane rejected 0% on both the divalent (MgSO4) and the monovalent (NaCl 
& KCl) salts. The rejection however improved when the TF membrane was introduced. 
Salt rejection was observed on both pristine-PA-TF and FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TFC 
membranes. The maximum rejections obtained for the pristine-PA-TF were 34, 49 and 
56% for NaCl, KCl and MgSO4 which increased to 63, 67 and 75% for the 
FMWCNTs@TiO2-PA-TF membrane respectively. 
 
The assessment of the TFC membranes on both brackish water and industrial wastewater 
indicated that the membranes were able to improve the quality of the water to potable 
standards based on the water quality criteria used, namely, pH, salinity, turbidity and 
dissolved salt concentrations. 
 
The above summary shows that the aim and objectives of the study were achieved. It can 
thus be concluded that the incorporation of FMWCNTs@TiO2 nanocomposite fillers 
resulted in better performing TFC membranes with respect to water flux, solute rejection 




 A more thorough study on the long-term utility of the TFC membranes on both 
brackish water and industrial wastewater is needed. This will also establish 
application areas where the treated industrial wastewater can be reuse and 
recommendation of suitability for human utilization.  
 The TFC membranes can also be assessed for suitability on upgrading the quality 
of seawater for potable use. 
 TEM showed agglomeration of TiO2 nanoparticles on FMWCNTs, detailed study 
of factors that will mitigate this agglomeration is needed. 
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 More research need to be done on how to optimize the incorporation of the 
FMWCNTs@TiO2 into the TFC membrane to achieve higher salt rejection whilst 
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